
Future of Energy
Welcome to the future of energy and to new climate politics!

All big innovations in the energy field were robbed or suppressed by the Huns and their 
tops, the criminal bankers, the criminal billionaires, in the context of their damage- and 
catastrophe-games, their pollution game, based on burning without necessity coal and oil, 
their CO2-game, their shifting-climate game, all interconnected. And their missing-innova-
tions game, the constant failure of humanity to counteract the developing catastrophes via 
strong technology, via surprise-innovations. Fine surprise-innovations were present and 
vanished: in an early state systematically robbed or suppressed by the gamers.

The Huns are hereditary coined gamers with the playing-pranks disease, the laugh disease: 
you can observe their dirty laugh in nature or study it on photos ( *added on the website),
while playing and after having played a bad prank, with typical pppf´s (playing pranks 
patterns in face and body of adults, very similar to those of pranks playing children).
This dangerous disease is clearly present in the descendants of the Black Huns, Europe 
and America, and of the White Huns, China, now 2% of all, growing.. They are organized* in 
the underground, monitoring the nations, removing all innovations in an early state,  
which they don´t like, defaming all stories about these activities as conspiracy-theories.

How many energy innovations were removed by the Huns is not known, sure many, but 
3 surprise-innovations are known, not to the public, informed by the lie media, but to experts
a. the current generator of Nikola Tesla             b. the water-H2-car of Stanley Meyer
c. the Stormbird-cloudwindmachine “Sturmvogel” of Gunther Niessen

Ad a.  Tesla developed the well known electro-motor and together with it a grid-less 
energy-generator, TEG. His e-car Red Arrow reached with it 150 km/h, 1932 -1934.  
TEG (Tesla´s Energy-Generator) was robbed from Tesla, then already old and weak, by 
billionaire C.G. Morgan in 1934. Known story, how.  TEG was rebuild by a German 
inventor in Munich. The inventor was killed and TEG vanished again.
The TEG technology is here not exactly known. Most probably TEG is an electric heat pump, 
collecting energy out of vicinity. A group of TU-specialists should be able to rebuild TEG.

Ad b.   The water-H2-car was developed by inventor Stanley Meyer until 1998.
Photos and videos are present, patents are present, exposing a part of the technology and
hiding another part. Meyer´s Energy-Generator MEG comprised a ring with spoils and
fluids producing current, and an electrolysis-unit, splitting water with current into H2
and O2 very specially: the water cooling down, hinting on heat-pump qualities. 
In 1998 Meyer was poisoned. A day later the equipment of his lab with realized big
innovations was robbed. End of the water-car, H2-driven, functioning, with water as fuel.



Future of Energy 3 surprise solutions, robbed for a while, but realized now
Realization steps: read BETTERisBETTER.jaaaa.net, PressureGroup1Million.jaaaa.net,  Stemversterker.jaaaa.net 

Ad c.  Niessen´s Energy-Generator NEG is a flying windmill, a giant kite, fishing energy 
in the big energy pool high level wind between 1 and 2 km, where 200 times of our energy 
need is present.  NEG is able to extract 1% .  That is 2 times of the need of the whole planet. 
Several 10.000 big kites of f. i. 200m x 50m span at 3000m long ultra-strong ropes, 
ground stations of the windmills in the sea near the coast line, with 2 big generators
1 and 2, 1 spinning against 2, can gather enough clean cheap energy for all. 
Surprise solution! The cost-price is between ½ and 1 cent / kwh, 10 times cheaper than energy 
out of coal and oil, the bad “solution”, offered to humanity by the gaming bankers instead.
The flying windmill-technology is not half, but fully present, the inventor alive. He 
survived some murder attacks, cautious,  knowing the danger  from behind  after having 
studied and unrifled the structures of the hidden background power system of the Huns. 
His invention is officially known, for his innovation won the international innovation 
award of DSM. It is registered in the European Patent Office. But he did not get a patent 
because of the biggest fraud thinkable. Read the unbelievable story on www.weltpatentamt.jaaaa.net. 

Thus, all is present to realize a low-cost energy-transition in very short time. *
Between 2015 and 2020 GN developed a circular economy solution for the big house market: 
the Leegoo-House, with patent pending 2018, and encountered the same obsessive suppression 
games of tragic characters with senseless and absurd activities, enormously harmful, criminals in 
direction society, making victims, and at the same time victims of their own driving sick brain-corner.
Big and small, a fine couple:  in 2021 GN developed a small thing in a small market, but
new and usefull. Later more.                                      * Fotos and pictures on the website
Until now Merkel and Rutte got the NEG-tech-offer 100 times, Rutte in 2011 personally. 
They and the gaming bankers behind refused to invest 1 cent in these effective techno-
logies NEG, MEG and TEG. The power system must change to make it happen. The 
sick Huns, led by the sick bankers, want to continue their damage and catastrophe-games. 
Really adult normal people and really adult normal police officers must take steps, using
the Truth-Test TT, www.TT.jaaaa.net, to unmask the Trojan Horses of the bankers. 
Our attacks on persons and groups don´t intend to hit persons. We mean and attack the dangerous
gamer-disease, sitting invisibly in a corner of their brains.         www.Future-of-energy.jaaaa.net
ScienceParty-with-WorldSolutions, X-Power, DefenseNet, BIG, Viruswaarheid, FvD

Anti-Disease-Foundation@protonmail.com . Black Box .  www.Pressuregroup1MILLION.jaaaa.net

www.flyer-strategy-works.jaaaa.net ….................... www.volwassen-reageren-op-ww3.jaaaa.net

Welcome to the future of energy!
The end of the catastrophe-games

Darkness vanishes
Finally bright light
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